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Chapter 3: Quartal Voicings 
 
Tertiary harmony was a large part of Jazz up until the 1950s and 1960s when a new 
style emerged: quartal harmony based on the interval of a fourth. The precision and 
rigid structure of tertiary harmony was opened up and replaced by the ambiguity of 
quartal harmony. However, though it can be ambiguous, quartal harmony is 
functional and can be economic, as one voicing can have multiple applications. A 
quartal voicing constructed of C, F and Bb (Fig 36, beat 1) could be interpreted in 
many ways. It could be a C7, C7sus4, F7sus4, Fm11, Bb, Bbm, Bb7, Eb, Eb7, Ebm, 
Gbma7b5, Db, D7#9b13, E7#5b9, Gm11, Ab or Am7b5 to name but a few 
possibilities. 
 
Another appeal of quartal voicings is that they can move freely within a mode and still 
function appropriately for a single chord. They can also move outside of a tonality 
and function as parallel structures to harmonise a given melody. All this harmonic 
flexibility results in an open, spacious sound and colour. 
 
Quartal voicings consist of stacked fourth intervals (perfect or augmented). Any of the 
voicings in Fig 38 can be used as a Cm7 (or any chord derived from Bb major: D 
phryg, Ebma7#11, F7, Gm7 or Am7b5). To practice these, play just the left-hand part 
first, then add the bottom note of the right-hand voicing, then the middle note, and 
finally all six notes. Transpose and practice in all keys. 
 
Fig 38 

 
 
McCoy Tyner, pianist with John Coltrane in the early 1960s, first began playing 
chords in fourths, along with right-hand pentatonic lines – an identifiable complement 
and feature of this style of Jazz piano. Chick Corea is also a notable exponent of this 
style, who lightened the texture and added his own creativity to the mix. Since then a 
whole legion of pianists has taken cues from these masters. Now to some 
applications: 
 
Fig 39a demonstrates a possible quartal realisation of a II-V-I progression. Fig 39b 
shows that when playing a melody note above quartal voicings, the top interval need 
not be a fourth. Finally, Fig 39c demonstrates that quartal voicings even work over 
that most tertiary of chords, the dominant seventh. 
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